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From: Ronald Tokarchik <rontoksr@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:41 AM 2i16 PR 12 Mi 9: 31
To: IRRC
Subject: Gas drilling

Ronald Tokarchik
216 Election House Rd
Butler, PA 16001-8563

April 12, 2016

Dear IRRC,

Vote NO on a resolution or any other measure that comes before you to
delay the adoption of regulations for both conventional and unconventional
operators. People are suffering where drilling is occurring and I you must
act to protect them, not the industry — insist that Chapter 78 and 78a,
the gas and oil drilling rules be swiftly adopted

All over the USA people are fighting against fracking. The frackers are
turning our local and state governments into puppets for their own
amusement and profits disregarding people’s rights . There must be a
stoppage to fracking before the people uprise and turn violant . The
people whose lives are directly affected by fracking sites are fed up with
the disregard to human and animal life. The federal government must stop
this willful destruction of human life and dignity . The environment and
life as we fought for is being destroyed by these frackers who are only
out for money damn the people. You must remember the frackers motto is
there’s a sucker born every minute

The handicapped ,diseased, disabled, elderly, mentally compromised ,and
crippled children need your help . I am a 100% service connected disabled
veteran who along with these others need your help to stay alive in this
destructive state ,a state that allows the drilling companies to do
anything they want even if they destroy everything without penalty. Come
down here talk to the diseased people or do as every government official
who’s paid off and allow drilling anywhere as long as it’s not by their
house or schools . Please save your people . I fought in a war to protect
my country . Will you protect your country and people(. Who can’t protect
themselves )

Sincerely,
Ronald Tokarchik
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